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The 

MCCLOUGHAN MANSION 
 

This historic property offers a majestic, one-of-a kind,  

19th century brick Italianate villa ready for  

restoration or adaptive reuse on prime acreage in a key location. 
 

 
315 Old Allerton Road 

Annandale, New Jersey  08801 

Clinton Township 
 

Offered at $570,000 
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The stately and elegant McCloughan Mansion is an exceptional 

historic property located in Clinton Township, Hunterdon County, 

New Jersey within the historic village of Annandale.  It is an 

architectural jewel that is easily accessible from most of New Jersey 

state and New York City via major roadways, train and bus. 

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 

 Single family residence with unique character 

 Bed & Breakfast with great location and land 

 Residential development with distinction 

 Office building that is a visible icon 

 Conference center with easy access 

 Restaurant with high profile and unique character 
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SUMMARY 

MCCLOUGHAN MANSION 
 

OVERVIEW 
o Italianate brick villa circa 1860, renovated circa 1913 

o 315 Old Allerton Road, Annandale, New Jersey  08801 

o Clinton Township, Hunterdon County 

o Block 58  Lot 4 

o 5.2 acres 

o second house and barn on property 

ACCESS 

o Route 31   < 1 mile  

o Interstate 78   < 1 mile  

o New Jersey Transit Station < 1 mile  

o Trans-Bridge Bus Depot  <1 mile 

o Manhattan   50 miles 

o Philadelphia   60 miles 

DESCRIPTION 

o property offered in "As Is" condition 

o needs rehabilitation for continued or adaptive re-use 

o new underground electrical service run to mansion and stubbed for outbuildings 

o private water and sewer with potential for public water and sewer 

o residential property with Office Business OB-1 Zoning for commercial redevelopment 

o potential for development at 40% impervious surface & 15% Floor Area Ratio   

o Clinton Township explored development in 2008 for large residential development 

o deed restriction to maintain the historic appearance of the North, East and South facade 

o possible rehabilitation tax credits 

o AutoCad compatible drawings of existing floor plans and elevation included  

o Discounted architectural services will be offered to the buyer for future work 

 

Drawings, maps and aerial images contained in this document are reproduced from the best available 

information.  Boundary lines and scales associated with maps and aerial images are approximate and 

could differ from actual surveyed conditions.  Drawings are representational in nature and do not 

necessarily depict the exact existing conditions.  Interested parties are encouraged to conduct research 

and physical site inspections. 

 

Date of issue: June 29, 2013. 
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LOCATION & ACCESS 

The Delaware River borders Hunterdon County to the west with Morris County to the north, Somerset 

County to the east, Mercer County to the south and Bucks County, Pennsylvania directly across the 

Delaware River.  Hunterdon County is ranked among the highest per capita income in the United States 

and has its seat in historic Flemington.  The property is centrally located in the State close to the 

metropolitan area of Philadelphia and within the New York Metropolitan Area.   

 

 

Regional map  

 

 

 

  

McCloughan 

property 
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The nestled property is in close proximity to highways and public transportation.  It is situated at the 

crossroads of Route 31 and Interstate 78 with easy access to both roadways.  Within the village is the 

Annandale Station for New Jersey Transit's Raritan Valley line and the Clinton bus depot serving the 

Trans-Bridge Bus line to Manhattan. 

 
Local Map 
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DESCRIPTION & POTENTIAL 

The McCloughan Mansion is a single family residence situated on 5.2 acres zoned for commercial use.  

 

 

Local aerial (Bing Maps) 

 

 

Site aerial (Bing Maps) 

Runkle House 

Walnut Pond 

Runkle cemetery McCloughan Mansion 

barn 

second house 

removed garage 
tennis court ruin 

removed clubhouse 
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McCloughan property 
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Zoning 

 Office Business OB-1 district 

  5.2 acres    226,512 s.f. 

  40% impervious surface   90,000 s.f. 

  15% FAR    34,000 s.f. 

 Existing area of McCloughan Mansion 

  Approximate gross area per floor 1,500 s.f.    

  Approximate total gross area  4,500 s.f . 

       3 stories not including full height basement 

  

 

 

The McCloughan Mansion is considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places as 

part of a future boundary increase to the Annandale Historic District.  This would be extremely beneficial 

to the property by attaching a national recognition that is proven to increase property value and one 

that allows for the use of the federal tax credit incentives for the rehabilitation of historic structures.   

The structures on the property previously used private on-site well and septic systems.  They have not 

been used since around 2003.  Public gas and a public water main run along property below Old Allerton 

Road.  According to Clinton Township, there is currently an effort by the Township to raise the regulated 

allocation of public water which would allow for this property to tie into the existing water main.  

According to the Sewer Authority, there are no sewer lines along Old Allerton Road, but there is the 

potential to install sewer lines which would be pumped to Beaver Avenue similar to the Catholic church 

across from the property.  
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In 2008, the Township of Clinton explored the development of the site for affordable housing.  The 

scheme included densely developing the lot, retaining the McCloughan Mansion for a community center 

and extending Walnut Pond Road from Route 31 to allow for direct access to a light on Route 31. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey included in 

the Preliminary 

Major Site Plan  

application by the 

Township of 

Clinton in 2008 
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Conceptual design for Preliminary Major Site Plan application by the Township of Clinton for the 

proposed development of the site and adjacent sites in 2008. 

It was reported in the Hunterdon County Democrat that "Supporters of the plan say water and sewer 

can easily be brought to the site ..."  (March 29, 2010)  Land that the Township already owns is also 

being studied for potential redevelopment.  

Runkle House 

Walnut Pond 

cemetery 

Approximate 

property line 

McCloughan 

Mansion 

proposed road 

extension 
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Beyond the site development explored by Clinton Township, the mansion can easily be added onto to 

the west.  The other buildings could be reused and the site can be redeveloped for a wide range of 

access, parking, etc.   

 

 

 

The possibilities are extensive, but to 

the right are examples of footprint 

expansion off of the west elevation of 

the mansion. 
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Addition introducing a large space with a salvaged historic barn frame or a volume sensitive to  

19th century building tradition that does not compete with the core mansion. 

 

Addition introducing more compartmentalized space based in an Italianate styling similar to the  

Clinton Town Municipal Offices in the historic Leigh Mansion. 

Addition introducing utilitarian space which remains visually secondary and is based on  

an eclectic, early 20th century styling. 
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The Municipal offices for the neighboring Town of Clinton are located at 43 Leigh Street within the 

historic Leigh Mansion.  Similarities to the McCloughan Mansion are strikingly obvious.  The McCloughan 

Mansion is larger than the Leigh Mansion and boasts more sophisticated brickwork and roofing with  

arched masonry openings and barrel vaulted cross gables.  However, the adaptive re-use of the Leigh 

Mansion is notable and an example of what is possible at the McCloughan Mansion.   

The municipality was 

able to preserve the 

exterior appearance of 

the historic structure 

on the three primary 

facades and still double 

the footprint with an 

addition off of the rear 

that remains 

sympathetic to the 

historic wing. 
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Other similar historic Italianate structures in the region: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rea Clocktower Building 

Main Street, Flemington, New Jersey 

Hunterdon County Hall of Records 

(above, adjacent to the Court House) 

and a house adapted to office use 

(right) both on Main Street in 

Flemington, New Jersey 
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The Annandale Historic District is listed on the National Register of Historic Places but the boundary of 

the district does not include the McCloughan Mansion.  There is an effort to increase the boundary to 

include Old Allerton Road.  Future listing on the National Register would be a great benefit to the site 

because it could potentially increase property value and allow for rehabilitation tax incentives.  Contrary 

to many beliefs, there are no restrictions associated with listing on the National Register of Historic 

Places.  Municipalities such as Cape May have created local ordinances to overlay on historic properties, 

but listing in itself is only an honorary recordation of a property's significance.  Listing may however 

allow for rehabilitation work to be eligible for the Federal Historic Property Rehabilitation Tax Credit.  

This program has the potential to return 20% of the value of rehabilitation work in the form of income 

tax credits.    

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The current owners are interested in seeing the iconic mansion maintain its historic appearance while 

still allowing for feasible redevelopment.  A deed restriction established by the present owners in the 

form of a facade easement on the north, east and south elevations of the mansion will  limit alterations 

on those elevations visible from Old Allerton Road.  However,  a vast amount of possibilities for  

redevelopment remain. 

 

  

1759 Vought House 
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View looking Southwest with the second house in the background 

 

 

View looking Southwest with the second house in the background 
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View looking Northwest 

 

 

View looking West - the grand entrance from Old Allerton Road 
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The East Elevation facing Old Allerton Road 
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The stair hall 

 

 

The main parlor 
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Second floor room 

 

 

Second floor stair hall 
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The second house is a 20th century rehabilitation of a 19th century carriage house 

 

 

The barn to the West of the second house 
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HISTORY 

The prosperous history of the site is apparent at first glance.  The property has its roots in the pre-

Revolutionary colonial settlement of our nation with the manor house being  built during a time of the 

industrial revolution and great railroad expansion.  The mansion underwent renovation circa 1913 

during the period depicted in the popular program "Downtown Abbey".   Both the land and the 

structure has remained prominent for centuries. 

German immigrant Adam Von Runkle was born in 1719.  He dropped the "Von" when he emigrated to 

the English Colonies and settled in the Western Division of the Province of New Jersey sometime around 

1735.  In 1749 Adam Runkle was married to Mary Youngblood, the daughter of the farmer for whom he 

worked.  Adam and Mary purchased 225 acres from Mahlon Kirkbride in 1761 in what is today 

Annandale, Clinton Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey.  Here they built a house and raised 8 

children and some of their 37 grandchildren.   The house stands today just to the south of Walnut Pond.   

 
 

 
Adam Runkle Homestead built circa 1761 at the foot of the hill  

to the south of the McCloughan Mansion (photo c. 1899) 
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The farm was passed to Jacob Runkle and his wife Euphemia Eick in 1805.  Three years after Euphemia 

died in 1834 the farm was sold by the family to Henry McCloughan in 1837.  The Runkle family cemetery 

stands on a separate, adjacent lot on the northeast corner of the property.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        
     

    

 

Henry McCloughan, a "financier" according to census records, and his wife Jane Bennett were living in 

eastern New Jersey.  They had five children, but it was not until about the time their son John 

McCloughan was married to Euphemia Runkle that the work began to build the majestic brick Italianate 

villa circa 1860.  By this time the railroad had already been in what was then named Clinton Station 

(renamed Annandale in 1871) for eight years having arrived in 1852.   

1873 Beers Atlas 
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1886 Panoramic Map of Annandale 

The railroad certainly had an influence on the development in the area.  Travel between Clinton Station 

New York City, where Henry McCloughan often worked, was easy.  In addition, political unrest was 

mounting closer to the city center which culminated with the Civil War being declared in April of 1961.  

On the 30th of March 1870, Henry McCloughan sold 185 acres of the original Runkle property to his son 

John.  The purchase included the brick mansion and a wagon house.  John and Euphemia had no 

children.  In their later years the couple would spend their winters in Pasadena, California.  After John 

McCloughan suddenly died one winter in California, Euphemia decided to sell the property and stayed in 

Pasadena for the rest of her life.  The McCloughan property was sold in 1913 to Browne Morgan.  The 

mansion appears to have undergone a substantial renovation after the purchase which included the 

introduction of a grand wrap-around porch and a tennis court and pavilion.   

McCloughan Mansion 

and wagon house 
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The mansion maintained its prominence during the 20th in a community of  the elite.  The Geobel 

Mansion, now the Exxon Mobil campus, was just to the south.  Bret Morrison, the radio voice of The 

Shadow from 1945-1954 commuted from a neighboring 

property and the McCloughan Mansion was said to have 

been the site of grand parties with visiting celebrities such 

as Perry Como and Dean Martin.  By the end of the 20th 

century, the McCloughan Mansion became a rental 

property.  It fell into a state of neglect and disrepair until 

ultimately being abandoned just after the turn of the 21st 

century.  Remarkably, the mansion remains in overall good 

condition and has retained much of its significant historic 

character and fabric. 

 

McCloughan Mansion in the 1960s 

 

In 2012, the McCloughan Mansion, LLC acquired the property.  The company is a small team of 

investors, architects and redevelopers with a strong background and interest in historic preservation.  

The mission of the McCloughan Mansion, LLC was to breathe new life into the historic property and 

ensure its future.   

 


